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omecomtng makes a comeback
You're going to have to try hard to have a bad time this weekend.
Homecoming happens but once a year, and this year's scheduled
festivities absolutely reek with fun and frolic. Whether you're a music lover,
parade spectator, football enthusiast, disco dancer, or just a girl-watcher, if
you don't enjoy yourself this weekend you should have a friend drive you to
the Health Center because you may be in a coma. .
Getting started on the right foot is sometimes difficult, so if overcoming
the homecoming inertia is your problem, take a tip: start by voting for a
Queen. The hardest part won't be finding a voting booth (they're in the mall),
or finding a ballot (they're jn the booths). No, the toughest part is deciding on
which of the seven girls you want for a Queen (they're all gorgeous).
That done, splurge a buck and a half to see Carmen McRae and the UOP
Jazz Band perform in the Conservatory at 8:00. If you aren't altogether sure
about this jazz business, give them the benefit of the doubt. Carmen McRae is
a top recording star ,iind the UOP Jazz Band is acclaimed in their field;
besides, it beats T.V. on a Friday night.
Saturday morning, get up a little earlier than you normally do and take a
walk down Pacific Avenue. At about ten o'clock, don't be surprised when a
parade (bigger than you'd expect) greets you and the rest of Stockton, complete with marching bands, drill teams, floats, novelty entries, and of course
the seven Homecoming Queen semi-finalists. Bring your camera; these events
deserve a place in your scr~p-book.
And so does the Homecoming Football game a~ainst San Jose to be p}aved
at 2:00 in the stadium. Competition is at its maximum, school spirit is at its
peak. The pre-game show includes the crowning of this year's Homecoming
Queen, and the half-time show will feature l ,800 high-school musicians from
20 different bands. You're missing more than a football game if you stay
home during this one.
And if you've got any energy left after all of this, then iet
GOTCHA get you. This band is the featured entertainment at the ASUOP

Art stolen frolll Center;

2nd Gallery theft in 26 days
BY JAN EGAN AND STEVE CECIL
PACIFICAN EDITORS

For the second time in 26 days, the
University Center Gallery has been vandalized.
Last Friday, Ralph Meyers, the theatre
manager for the University Center, discovered
that a $500 Jim Perrizo sculpture, entitled
"Power," was missing. Meyers notified the
night manager of the Center, Steve Pondell,
who then alerted Security and Gary Kleemann,
director of the University Center.
"At 9:45, while walking through the
gallery from the projection room (located
behind the far wall of the gallery), Meyers
noticed that a portion of the carpet had been
ripped up, and that the sculpture was gone,"
explained Kleemann.
Because the exhibit was sponsored by the
UOP Art Department, art professor Gil

Homecoming Dance, in the Raymond Great Hall from 9:00 to I :00, and
should prove to be the rock and roll/disco band you've been anticipating.
So don't sit home and lament your dismal social life; there's no excuse for
it this weekend. A lot of people have put a lot of work into making this year's
Homecoming something to remember, and because you're an ASUOP member you've already paid for it. Homecoming is making a come back, and if
you care at all you'll be there.
- - - Steve Cecil •

-------Loan Store

•
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The Art Department had grave reservations about the combining of both a lounge
and a gallery, as they felt that a gallery should
be an autonomous unit. "The social atmosphere provided by a lounge, is not conducive to the comtemplative nature of art appreciation," explained Dellinger.

porating both a lounge and a gallery in the
same room, we are hoping students will
preceive art on a more 'real' basis," he continued.
No security provisions were made when
the architects designed the gallery five years
ago. "It was short-sighted and unfortunate
that this was the case," he addmitted. "But we
are presently developing methods that will
safeguard against future theft."

Kleemann expressed regret that the Art
Department bas decided not to utilize the
gallery for any further shows. "This is the
second time in the history of the Center that
Gary Kleemann is of another opinion.
this has happened, and we are confident it will
"Art should be enjoyed as a part of the daily
not happen again," contends Kleemann. "The
experience of the students, not as an elitist
students
are being deprived of a valuable learpreoccupation," said Kleemann. "By incorning experience in not being able to view an
exhibit." He addea that he hopes the art
department will reconsider their position.
Lisa Sorensen, who is chairman of the art
committee,· sees this latest theft as a serious
thrt!lt to future programming. "Who will trust
us to exhibit their art once they've heard about
our recent security problems?" she theorized.
But public relations is not the only concern
for the University administration. Pecunary
considerations must not be overlooked, according to Chris Bush, Actina Director of
Business Services. "The University is 'accepting the fault' on this claim," he said.
Within the liability clause for the UOiversity insurance policy, there are two c:ateaories
which qualify the 'difference in conditions':
natural and negliaence. A 'natural' liability
covers everything from floods to an unforeseen
electrical failure, whereas a •neaJiaent' daim
acknowledaes fault on behalf of the claimant.
November 10, 1978 Vol. 69, no. 9
According to Bush, a graduated valuation
$Calc: is used to determine the actual monetary
deductible. "Since the absco!lded sculpture
was valued at $500, the deductible anticipated
for this claim is $250. The other half will be
covered by the insurance company, upon acceptance of the claim,'' explained Bush.
Whether the insurance claim will be
processed by the company is open to debate.
"As this theft was largely the University's
responsibility, the brokerage which handles our
claims, Norman King Associates, retained the
option of honoring the case or rejecting it
altogether." said Bush. The final outcome of
this case is pending, and the recommendation
will be made in approximately two weeks.
Security officer Bob Taylor has no leads in
the theft. "Thus far, no conclusive evidence
has been found, said Taylor. "We have filed
our report with the District Attorney's office
downtown, and they will be handling the investigation and prosecution of the vandals."
In defense of the present liberal policy
regarding usage of the gallery/lounge,
Kleemann emphasizes the responsibility of the
students to respect the exhibits and insure their
continuance. "When a theft occurs, it obviously hurts the University. But if the thief is
PHOTO BY STEVI: CI:CIL
a student, it's sadder still, because he is essenGary Kleem.. n, dlndor of the ll,~lverslty Center: 'The students are bela& deprived of a valuable
tially cutting his own throat."
learnln& experience.•• '
"A problem exists here in determining
what a gallery is exactly," said Dellinger. "At
present, the art is subjected to smoke, food,
and drink, because students use the gallery for
a lounge as well."
[?ellinger continued to explain that the Art

PACIFICAN
Serving the UOP community

ASUQP Speaks

••

The remaining Perrizo exhibit was
dismantled and removed from the Gallery on
Monday and no replacement is slated until
January. Dellinger noted, "We had planned to
show the Senior Studio in the Gallery next
month, but have decided to seek an alternate
exhibition site." The Senior Studio will be held
in the Art Center in early December.

Department considers the gallery to be a center
for art appreciation. "When the complex was
built five years ago, space limitations dictated
the combining of both a lounge and a gallery."
At that time, it was hoped that a separate
gallery would eventually be built, but such
•
plans remain as yet unrealized.

the independent

Rod K e y - - - - - -

The ASUOP Loan Store is one of the most widely used services provided
by student gover,nment, in that its equipment is borrowed by almost every
facet of the rehool's diversified population. As its manager I would like toreview some of the problems which must be confronted, and also review some of
the services we provide.
In the loan store itself, everyth!ng from camping equipment to sewing
machines and calculators are available for student use for a nominal 25 cents
service charge. (A cleaning fee is charged for articles required by state law to
be cleaned after each use.)
This store is presently in a dilemma in trying to catch up on retrieving
equipment loaned out in the past, repairing old equipment, and the purchasing of new equipment. Because of past and present abuse of this facility
by a few students, it makes it almost impossible to serve the rest of the student
body adequately.
Along with the problems created by a few students, we must also deal
with the insurance companies whose restrictions on continuing present policies have become more and more severe. Because of these restrictions we are
forced to discontinue loaning any type of power tools to the student body.
In addition to the equipment loan out via the loan store located at the
south end of the University Center, this office also controls the rental of regrigerators and the ski cabin.
As most students know, regrigerators may be rented for the entire academic year for a $35.00 fee and a $ l 0.00 deposit. This is one of the most widely
usecl loan store services and looks as though its popularity will continue in the
future. The revenue from this program goes to cover other expenses of the
store, such as equipment repair, and salaries.
The loan store also rents a cabin in South Lake Tahoe for the months of
January, February, and March which is available for student use, but reservations should be made at least one week in advance. Reservations for this service can be made starting December l in the ASUOP office.
T.he.ASUOP Loafl Store-is aunique 5ervice that many college c~mpuses do

Dellinger was also notified. "Unless tighter
security measures are inplemented, we will not
be scheduling any further exhibits in the
Gallery," said Dellinger.

not have. The success or failure of this facility really lies in the treatment it receives from its patrons, the students. Let's make it a good year for all , and
make use of this service and not abuse it.

YOU GOTTA LET GOTCHA
GET YOU tomorrow night at the
ASUOP Homecoming Donee in
the Raymond Great Hall. This
rock and rofl/ disco entertainment
is free!
page 9
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PACIFICAN SPORTS EDITOR
JEFF JARDINE takes to the air in
this week's Sports feature,
SOARING: THE SPORT OF
SILENT BEAUTY. Photos by
Jorge R aya
pages 10 & II

A TIME FOR YOUR BUDDIES,
and u time for your studies. This
week the PACIFICAN explores
where students do their 'booking, •
how they study best
page 16

Pacifican policy
The Opinion pages are an equal opportunity communicator. Letters are generally
brief corrections, questions, statements of
viewpoint, or solicitations. These must be
typed and should not exceed 2~0 words. Guest

general campus or community interest.
Anonymous contributions will not be considered, and all copy must be received by Monday prior to publication. The PACIFICAN reserves the right to edit all material submitted
Responsibility for
Columns, not to exceed ?SO words, should ex- for brevity and libel.
opinions herein expressed shall be assumed by
pr~. a co:nsistent point of view on issues of the author .

"HOW DO YOU SPELL
RELIEF?"' This week On the
Spot, by Tracey 'Jones and Jorge
Rayo, pofls students on how they
reward themselves
puxe 19

KUOP top spot filled;
Turner to be new station manager
BY LOREN KELLY

D.C. Since then, KUOP's administration has
been under the direction of Acting Station
Manager Sandra Henwood. Henwood is also
After over four months of watUng,
program director of I he station.
KUOP-FM will have a new station manager
Turner received his Bachelor of Science
announced Communication Arts Department
degree at San Diego State University in 1970
chairman Alan Mikels on Monday.
with a major in Radio/TV Broadcasting. His
Michael S. Turner, Associate Station
masters was acquired in Journalism and Mass
Manager of KFJM in Grand Folks, Norlh
Communications at Iowa State University the
Dakota, was selected by a five-member search
following year.
Turner will assume his position as station
committee. He was one of 83 applicants for
the position.
manager on December I~ after a one-week visit
KUOP's top spot was vacated in June of
to KUOP in mid-November.
thi,s year when Robert Gree!1$pari accepted a
Turner's selection was based on the past
job wi1h Nati..mal Public Radio in Washingt~n • .. hisiory oT "fCUOP; acc"oidiltg ~ ' dr.• Aran ~·
I'A(;trtt:AN REPORTER

Mikels, chairperson of the Communication Arts Department. "Since the late 19605, there has
not been a station manager who has had
management experience at a station other than
KUOP. We needed new blood," he stated.
Mikels believes that the new station
manager has faced problems similar to those
which KUOP is presently aoing through .
The selection committee was very impressed by Turner's direct approach towards ·
perceiving and solving difficulties at KUOP.
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Alice Saecker

Remembers Pacific's past
BY KATHI T\JRNER

At that time, the land across Paci fic
Avenue was onion fields, to the south was bare
earth and Miracle Mile had several gaps in it."

P A(;tfi(;AN REPORTER

When asked if it were true that President
"The academic program excellence has
Knoles ruled with an iron hand, she replied that
been a rea\ concern of this schoo\. The stanhe wasn't like that, but he was definitely "the
dards, and achievements, and reputation bf the
father figure of the Pacific family ."
She
University have increased throush the years."
remembers him as a warm, academic person.
Alice Saecker, , assistant to the president, .
She believes that university presidents now are
has seen Pacific srow from a collese to a unimore often administrators than academicians.
versity, from one thousand students to several
thousand, and from a religious (Methodist) influence to a non-secular one.
She recalls that President Burns was inSaeckcr transferred to the College of the
terested in California history, but his real talent
Pacific in 1941 on the advice of a Pacific alumlay in fund raising and student recruitment. He
ni who taupt at Bakersfield Junior College. A
worked at Pacific from the time he graduated
major in political science and history save
and after Knoles' retirement, he became, at 36,
Saecker the varied background she felt she
the youngest president ever.
needed to become a cour-t reporter.
"Many of the faculty were horrified that
After graduating in 1943, she returned to
he was chosen, but he served from 1946 to
PHOTO BY STEVE CECIL
Bakersfield where she worked for several years
· Allee Saecker Ia all&llt momeat darillaller bas)' da)' worldqla the president's office. 1971. Burns was the man who instituted the
in the city manaaer's office and later for a
Cluster College Program. Those were exciting
building contractor.
years
for
Raymond
particularly.
The
faculty
lived in with the students where they were
In t9Sl, P.:CSident Burns was lookina for a secretary. He wanted an experienced
more accessible and the faculty and students were very close. The provost of Raymond
young woman who was an alumni and a Methodist so she would understand the school's
oriainally lived upstairs in the lodge of what is now the philosophy department.''
philosophies. Saecker, who had done office work since she was fifteen, seemed perfect.
On the day President Burns was to contact her, she went to hear him speak at a dinner in
Bakersfield; she has been working at UOP since then.
Saecker believes that McCaffrey is following many of President Burns' plans. She
Saecker, who has never married, and left her family in Bakersfield, was asked if it
stated that McCaffrey is an administrator but he is able to keep a good balance between
wasn't a bit scary comma to Stockton alone. She laughed and replied no, and that the
fund raising and other asPec:ts of the school.
cballenae of the job far outwei&hed any uncertainty she may have harboured. Besides, she
already knew many of the faculty and staff from her years as a student.
Saecker rearets that she does not know all of the faculty and staff as she used to, but
At r.rst, Saecker worked for·public relations and was secretary to both President Burns
she laughingly says that working on the eiahth floor of Burns Tower is not conducive to
and Tully Knoles, who became a chancellor and continued to teach after he retired.
meeting people.
President McCaffrey has called Saecker "the person who probably knows more about
Pacific than anyone." Saecker, a friendly and articulate woman, reinforced this view by
cbauina about Pacific put and present. She remembers that the chapel was built durin&
Her greatest reward is that "it is interesting and challenging helpina in the education
her student tenure. As a member of the A cappetla choir she sana at the dedication of the
of young people. It is interestinato see students succeeding after they leave and to see how
buildiftl. "Pacific was famous for its Conservatory and people assume!d you were a music
pleased and surprised they arc to find they have good backgrounds, especially compared to
major if you went here.
other schools."

with randy bass
Following in the foo tsteps of her heroic predecessor, Flourine Nightingale,
Red Cross volunteer Ethyl Alcohol spent years of her life overseas. Tragically,
she was forced return to the states after being struck by a piece of shrapnel in
the middle of her Running Right Atom.
Nonetheless, she is a giant among molecules. Being a woman, she's highly
combustible, somewhat unstable, and being so small, very particular. With
rare frankness, she speaks about her personal life and her bad luck romance.
She offers a speck-tator's view of politics around campus and around the
world. An exclusive interview with Ethyl Alcohol.
Bass: Ethyl, I understand that you're politically as well as chemically active.
Since this is an electron year, you're probably pretty busy "Trying to get out
the volt." Tell us what issues are key with you.
Ethyl: One issue is all I'm concerned with, Randy: Energy. Some molecules
get all excited over it and tum it into a motional issue. But I think they're getting charged up over nothing.
.
Finding energy is difficult. It's not an Ether/Ofe situation. People can
argue on and on whether or not, for example, we should produce energy from
atomic fusion. But the way I see it, those half-baked scientists who believe in
Pro-Fusion tend to create a lot of Con-Fusion in others. Personally I'd like to
just pack it up and go fission myself.
Bass: Speaking of that, I heard that you were once married and have since
broken up.
Ethyl: That's true. Yes, marriage, that wonderful bond betweeh two particles
when the chemistry is just right. But we broke up because we found out that
we had soluble circumstances. It had all the basic elements, but no substance.
Bass: Did you have any children?
Ethyl: Yes, one. But they grow so fast, you know. One day it's just a test-tube
baby and the next, a graduated cylinder.
Bass: Any new marriage plans? Any new attractions?
Ethyl: No one really special right now. I've been seeing other atoms, a little
carbon dating but no really heavy relationships.

Bass: Let's turn to your professional life now. What difficulties do you have
with working here at the University?
Ethyl: The biggest problem is getting the administration to move quickly. H
you think you've been waiting a long time to replace the Quonsets, you should
hear how long we've been waiting for a permanent Table of the Elements.
This Periodic Table just isn't reliable. They think their promises will some day
slip from our memories, but they should know better than anyone that, "An
element Never Forgets."
·
Bm: So generally, you don't get along with them?
Ethyl: Oh no, I don't mean to say that. I think very highly of some adminstrative tactics. For example, there are these two elements on the periodic chart,
Radium and Calcium. Ever since their discovery in the late 60s, their atomic
numbers have not been up to where the administration wanted them.
So they combined the two atoms and called it Ra-Cal. This only compounded the situation and you can imagine the reaction. Even after the
merger though, the numbers were unsatisfactory. The two sides only hardened each other and no solution was in sight. Hence Ra~l is in a state of
Dissolution.
Bass: And now?
Ethyl: Now, tht: elements of Ra-Cal are completely dissolutioned.
Bass: It seems pretty basic, but I suppose it could develop into a pain in the
acid. This is Randy Bass, Diox side, with another Pacifican exclusive.

...

World news of the week
COMPILED BY JOHN ADAMS

Sadat Refuses Arab Aid Offer
President Sadat of Egypt refused to
break off his peace talks with Israel and turned
away a delegation from the Arab summit of
Bqhdad which had flown to Cairo to offer
him SSO biUion in aid if he would abandon the
Camp David agreements.
As a result, the heads of state of all 22
Arab Leaaue members, e~tcept Egypt, meeting
in the Iraq capital of Bqhdad were eJtpected to
impose total political and economical boycott
of Egypt.

Women monuebs proposed for
Belgium

fits of advanced communications technoloay
was presented to the General Conference of the
United Nations Education, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
"It is a committed U.S. effort to build
communications skills and eJtperience which
will enable developing countries to strengthen
their own global, regional, and national communication system," said U.S. delepte John
Reinhardt, who presented the offer.
A second U.S. plan involves private and
public assistance to journalistic training centers
in the third world. Senior correspondents,
editors, and communication experts would be
assigned to such centers and printin& and other
equipment provided.

Soviets expect record 1rain bar-rest
Two senators have introduced an amendment to the Belaian Constitution that would
allow women to be crowned as monarchs of
lldaiurn. Belaium's first Constitution of 1831
states that only male heirs can succeed to the
throne. Current Kill& Baudouin's heir would
be his elder sister, Josephine Charlotte,
married to the Grand Duke Jean of Luxembourg. If she s~ed to the throne, it would
mean that Bel&lum and Luxembourg were
united under the same crown. But the Constitution says the lldaian Parliament must approve.

·SateJUte to aid Dteracy effort

In an effort to promote literacy in rural
areas, the United States has offered to let developing countries use space satelliiCS to communicate with remote information-starved

I'Ciiom:
The S25 minion project to mend tbe bene-

This year's grain harvest was expected to
total more than 230 million metric tons, an alltime record, said Prime Minister Alexei
Kosygin.
The previous Soviet arain harvest record
was let in 1976, when the total was 223.8 million metric tons. Last year the f~gure dropped
to 19'. 7 million metric tons.

Cblaa expresses wants witll U.S.

PACIFICAN STAFF WRITER

Energy Secretary James Schlesinger flew
to Tokyo after his visit to China and said the
Chinese expressed interest in a U.S. offer to
help dig coal mines, design an atom smasher
· and build a huge dam on the Yangtze River.
He also said the Chinese would continue
discussions with American oil companies on
their possible role in helping China develop its
huge offshore petroleum deposits.

Austrians tum down A-power
refel'eltdum
Austrian Chancellor Bruno Kreisky's
Socialist eovernment suffered a narrow defeat
in the world's first national referendum to
decide on the use of nuclear eneray.
The government's attempt to put an
atomic power plant into operation next year
was rejected by a razor-thin I 'le majority, according to provisional results.

U1anda accepts mediation offer
Uganda said it is prepared to accept Libyan mediation in its bitter border dispute in
which Ugandan forces annelled some Tanzanian territory.
Tanzania claimed to have destroyed two
Ugandan tanks in an CliChange fire recently as
it attempted to dislodac more than 2,000 Uaandan troops from the occupied area between the
border and the Kagera River.

China moved toward increased economi
cooperation with the United St.a tes, and
presented a shopping list of American
agriculture products and technology to
AJriculturc Secretary Bob Bergland.
Pope may move to Rome
The aovernment of Communist part
Chairman Hua Kau-fena also iDdicated interest
ill an Americ;an propoul to help~ deYti.p • • • • •.;P~ Joba, "aul .) I l'eported lO be
its huae etleriY reserves, including oil an• ~:- - - -... • to-~
MWOO !lays iit- the~
!!\,~••~ • ...
"~"
.,.,.~,,,, •Hi

o;v..

ror ,.,.

apartm.,;uts adjoining St. John Lateran, his
basilica as bishop of Rome.
The Italian news agency ANSA said Cardinal Ugo Poletti, the pope's vicar for Rome,
relayed the pontiff's intentions at a meeting
with 3~ clerics who help administer the Rome
diocese.
The Polish-born pontiff was reported to
have told Poletti he wants to acquaint himself
with life in the Rome diocese both by visiting
individual parishes and spending some time at
the Lateran palace.

UDaD
Bill Wa"nr (Sr., School of Business & Public Administration):
I spell retief when spring semester is over and I have a chance
to get a taste of what the real world is like. None of this artificial environment that we are exposed to, although it is a
good social preparation for what we are subjected to in the
outer environment.

TI'CIDUJ

Anne Seed (Jr., COP): I spell relief lulving a Saturday to do .
anything I want besides study. To s/Hp. And not to worry
about midterms, and popers and finals, etc. etc. etc.

Meany rebuffed in anti-inflation
\'Olley
AFL-CIO Chief George Meany, charging
President Carter's economic advi~ors with
failure to halt inflation, described the White
House anti-inflation plan as unfair to labor
and repeated his call for a special session of
Congress to legislate mandatory controls over
the U.S. economy.
Although he refused to criticise Meany,
the new White House inflation fighter, Alfred
E . Kahn, responded by describing the
President's anti-inflation program as " balanced" involving-in addition to voluntary wage
and price controls- budget restraint, declinina
federal government employment, monetary re·
straint, and an effon to reduce government
regulations.

Joyce Dodrill (Sr., Ray-Cal): A glass of wine on an autumn
night with my love in siKht.

Sally Sturres (Soph., School of Business & Public Ad-

ministration): My relief is having midterms end and knowing I
did we/f. And then ide~~lly I go home to the OCeDn and relax.

Rick Brew (Sr., Ray-c./): Relief for me is a bottle of clulmpagne in my water/Jed with my friends.

Kellh Bohn« (Sr., COIIMnltltory): L-o-s A -n-g~-1+-s. My
f lllneft is at USC right now. I just wish w ~here and that
way it would make here a lot better than Los Aneetes.

Prisoner Transfer
In Ankara, Turkey, officials from the U.S.
and Turkey have reached an agreement in talks
concerning the transfer of American prisoners
in Turkish prisons. The agreement was broad,
and it is not known when the prisoners will be
transferred .

O.vld M. Quh,.rruur (0/nctor of the Ptldfk Fund): Mfttmg
the Pacific Fund Annual goal. And I am be l'etldted at 946JSOI. 17uu's946-1JOI.

....
·-----

....... .

I f .. • • • • • • • .. • • • •
~

···-···-

Mt~~tt.knll /hi 1'411Je (Sr., Covfll): A nice bottle of 1972
lnglnroak lolu111nesbu,... Just me and Toots.
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TbePadne.n

If 1 don't think a student has demonstrated
maturity and a very strong interest, I won't
send them out. A 1ot is personality. You work
with yourself. not tools and technical skills.
This is not how people are put together.
A person well educated in Liberal Arts can
do a variety of jobs, particularly as doctrines
change. Education ought to train you to be an
informed and intelligent agent of change. You
learn the necessary job s'dlls from the specific
agency you've joined.

Venereal diseases

The learning of Sociology involves the
learning of the theories and methodologies used
by social scientists to analyze and to understand society.
Regardless of one's career
choice, the ability to better predict social outcomes should facilitate one's progress.

Students at a university like UOP really '
face a ty.o~ fold problem .
In the first place they come into the
University with some very simplified ideas
about what they want to do in OfCupational
life, and perhaps we in the University don't do
enough to help them broaden their horizons.
In the second place, the University
probably exhibits a bias toward the "great man
theory." That is, we professionals may inadvertantly remember our students who have
become brilliant successes, forgetting those not
so iortunate, and perhaps pass on a distorted
image of what students may look forward to in
life after they graduate.

V.D. is a common way of referring to
venereal diseases. The word venereal comes
from the Latin VENUS, translated as love or
desire. Venereal diseases is the term applied
to a certain group of infectious or contagious
diseases sometimes called social diseases . They
are spread from on infected person to another
by body to body contact usually during sexual
intercourse.

As a major program, Sociology, either
alone or in conjunction with other disciplines,
provides students with skills which have practical application. In some cases this may be the
first step in some professional program, such as
law, social work, urban planning, research or
teaching. In other cases it may lead to employment in public or private agencies.

Harvey Williams
There are several ways in which learning
Sociology may contribute to an individual's
career development. First, as with other liberal
arts courses, Sociology encourages the
development of the intellect, of an ability to
reason, to analyze, to respond logically.
Second, Sociology - that is, "the study of
society" - prepares persons to interact with
the social environment of which they are a
part.

My particular area of interest is social services.
Our program gives persons both
theoretical and practical training, including
field internships. Although it is not one of the
most open, the field of social services is one
which is expanding, and it is projected to continue to do so.
Our graduates are qualified for many entry-level positions in a broad range of social
services. And these positions actually exist,
and continue to be developed, in this area and
elsewhere.
We receive regular notices of
openings which. we post. and we actively assist
persons in srcuring appropriate, meaningful
employment.

Dr. John C. Phillips
We are formally committed to fieldwork
and a Liberal Arts Education. Some students,
in field assignments go in if they're thinking of
this direction professionally, others for the
knowledge and to meet people. They all can attend conferences, do counseling work with
CY A, Corrections or Probation.
Such work amounts to making serious
decisions about another person's life. You find
out if you can do it, demonstrate this for interested people. and make connections. This
doesn't mean you get a job in the field .. but
whether or not you want the job and can
demonstrate this.

George Lewis
Sociology is a unique field because it is not
immediately apparent where sociologists get
jobs. Many times sociologists can get preference even though the job does not call for this
degree. Evaluation and analyzation skills are
sharpened, expecially when a student ties in
research methods, statistics and computer
science. For this reason we now advise students to take mo(e courses in the quantitative
methods.
We have core courses and emphasis in
several areas. To get an t>mphasis the students
must do field work, which gives the graduate
an edge over others in the job market. The key
here is practical experience and on-the-job
training.
We are tailoring our department for the
needs of the future. By doing this we are expanding our medical sociology area and including more field work in all areas. I fact we
now have so many opportunities for internships
and experience that we do not have enough
students to fill the positions. These opening
lead to connections and further opportunities.

I 1\1 Pn
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''A spirited
tradition."

An increase in sexual activity among teenagers may be part of the explanation. According to medical sources, 75 percent of
American females between the ages of 15-19
engage in premarital intercourse. Because
these individuals rarely use condoms, the
spread of V.D. that might be prevented by the
condom is left unchecked.

Among the contributing factors to this
dilemma is the misuse of contraceptives. The
pill (a female contraceptive) has played a part
in the V.D. epidemic. For one thing, it has
probably contributed to a more relaxed attitude toward sexual activity, which creates the
opportunity for passing on and receiving infection.

The annual model conference of the
Organization of American States will be sponsored by Elbert Covell ColJege on Wednesday,
November 15, 1978, from nine a.m. to five
p.m ., in the Elbert CovelJ dining hall.

dress d inner, both of which meals anygne may
attend.
As is customary, this year's conference
will be opened with addresses by distinguished
members of the University community such as
birth control has cut down the use of the conP resident Stanley E. McCaffrey and Dean
dom {a device employei:l now more often to
The topic or' the conference this year will
Gaylon Caldwell. Following these speeches,
prevent pregnancy than to prevenr infection)
be "Nuclear Energy in the Americas," and will
the conference will formalJy commence with
and of contraceptive jellies, creams and foams.
be discussed by students representing all the
each country's delegation stating its official
foams.
republics of the western hemisphere, reaching
position on the topic of the. day-nuclear
from Canada in the North to Chile in the
energy. Afterward, they shall proceed to
SOuth, and including the Caribbean.
Few statistics are available about venereal
debate the agenda items, speaking in either
d iseases among homosexuals. Gonorrhea,
Spanish or English.
Syphillis germs and other kinds of V.D.s can
One of the major events of the year in
The model Organization of American
enter the body by direct contact through
Covell College, the model OAS regularly atStates, whose faculty advisor is Covell's Dipmucousal surface, such as the mouth. Homotracts distinguished guests involved in interlomat-in Residence, Dr. Ezekial S. Ramirez, is
sexuals face as much 'rick of venereal infecnational diplomacy from as far away as Washa course offered for academic credit and is
tion as heterosexuals. This increase is probabington D. C. and even the Latin American capopen to anyone with a knowledge of Spanish
ly due to the lack of knowledge of cause and
itals.
and English, and is a learning experience not
symptoms of V.D. plus the shame and emThese guests are recognized at the OAS
only for the participants but for the spectators
barrassment of admitting and reporting such
as well.
luncheon on-the day of the conference, and the
cases.

Medical experts believe that sexually transmitted diseases can be controlled. A basic
nec:d is to change public attitudes toward V.D.
so that the public, as well as health workers,
are less hostile and condemning. Vaccine research, better preventive measures and reliable
blood test are some of the means to curb the
spread of V.D.

A t present the only effective method of
control is to discover and treat the infections
before they spread. A responsible attitude
includes not only going to a doctor for treatment but also cooperating with health authorities in reporting the identity of sexual contacts
so that the spread of the disease can be
curbed.

It is necessary to convince those found
with the disease to accept treatment. Misuse
of some contraceptives has increased the suscept ibility of many people to the disease. The
most respected and time-proven aid in the prevention of V.D. is the condom (also known
as a "skin" or a "rubber") when used properly.
The life of many people need not be
blighted because of having been treated for a
V.D . and avoiding treatment is to invite
blindness, disability and probable death.

Rec Committee sponsors
,
'Anything Goes' competition
BY STACEY MOUNT
PACtFICAN REPORTER

The Recreation Committee of the University Center Programs Planning Council is
sponsoring UOP's first annual "Anything
Goes" on Nov. 17.
"Anything Goes" is a competition which
features five original wacky games. The competition will be between teams of six players
with a maximum of IS teams in the whole
event. It should be noted that at least one
member of each team must be a UOP faculty
member. Those who wish to participate must
sign up as a team at the University Center Information Booth by S p.m., Nov. 16.

The "Anything Goes" competition will be
held on the South-West lawn, between SouthWest Hall and the computer center, from 4
p.m. to6 p .m . on November 17. The team that
wins the most games will receive free T-shirts.
In the upcoming weeks, the Recreation
Committee will sponsor a backgammon tournament which will be held on Nov. 29 in the
University Center game room from 7 p.m. until
10 p.m. Next month, there will be pinball cornpetition in the game room between Dec. 1 and
Dec. 10. The person who scores the highest
game on the "Close Encounters of the Third
Kind" pinball machine will win a video game.

Pacifican Classifieds

Ho!pWaaltd
SPERM donors wanted· for artificial inseminal ion prosrarn. LiberaJ remuneration.
Call464-IJ60, ask for Kathy.

"The OAY Mcn' 5 Support Group is a group
of gay and bi-men who meet rqularly 10
discuss personal issues in a positive and supporth•e environment. The emphasis is placed
on sharina. supporl and learnina 1o develop
optn and honest rctatioruhips with Slraiglu as
well as gay people.
The: aroups is sponsored by the Slocklon

ADDRESSERS Wanted immtdiately!
no experience necessary exceUent pay. Write American Service, 83SO
Park Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX 75231.
Work at home -

J

1

The recent increase· in V.D. has caused
a widespread {and justifiable) concern particularly in the United States. More than SO
percent of the cases reported involve teenagers
and adults under the age of 25. V.D. can
be spread without obvious symptoms being
apparent. Recently acquired V.D. and be
treated quickly and completely. But first V.D.
stages may not give noticeable symptoms or
warnings. A person who contacts another with
the disease may carry and spread it without
realizing that he himself is a carrier.

Another factor is the possibility that the
"Pill" may change the chemical slate of the
vagina to one that is more hospitable to invading germs. In addition, the increasing popularity of the "Pill" as an effective method of

ACCOUNTirJG ANlJ
FINANCE: MAJORS
I f - . I r; ,f t I)') I )t
tl[J\".
,\fit.' 1J TU .;, 1.•

O.A.S. to convene

curable if discovered at Covell College
and treated in time
BY LIN A ABOU-DHEIR
UOPPHARMACYINTERN

. Roy Childs

--
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Sociology is now the best liberal arts
major.
It has not become as. narrowly .
professional as many areas. It IS a good
preparation for many specialties at the sa~e
time. We either do teach or the students ptck
up through program skills that are applicable
in fields of work or additional graduate study.
Sociology mixes well with other fields.
People from other areas of the college should
have at least one course from our department.
This is because no one can learn anymore
without considering the social aspect. Some
dimension of social order is always present.
This dimension gives greater insight into all
areas.
Everything in life has a social element.
Our department teat:hes students to write with
a high degree of examination of the content at
hand. They learn to think in a methodological
way. They are forct"d to face up to a perspective when everyone else take> things for granted.
They learn tn fat·c the const'<jUCnces intt>llectually. A conceptualology is important in
bem!\ able to appl} to sociaminteractton.
G!'nerally we havr' success with graduates in a
broad rangr. We art> a supt"rb department for
turnin!!; out well-roundt>d indivtduals who go
out and :.ell 1ht>mwlws and make it.

IT's here! 1979 Charter Information London

informarion, tall 943-0429. Ask for Debbie or
Bonnte.
MIKEL. You're so sweet.

Service .

to avoid fines

R

FOR SALE

RIDE NEEDED from UOP to L.A. (USC
area) on No\-ember 22 and a return ride on
Novem~r 26. We would be willing to split
cost of &aS and are willing to drive. Contact
Mary Wright or Susan Pourat at Carter
House, phone 946-9071 or ctntrcx 2878.

'68 VW Bus. Goi111 to Hawaii for Pharmacy
clerk>hip. S9SO or Best offer. 9SI-82~ till
Midnight.

ANYONE interested in a trip to the East Coast

FOR SALE - 1966 Chevy Nova. Good Condition. $600.
943-6121

in January to especially see museums. call
Kathryn, Eve., 462·1 162.

BY JOHN ADAMS
PACIFICAN REPORTER

.par~in~ ~n.~. blue p~~k!n.g ~~a.c~ ~~ ~2,5 . , , .,

Community Communiry Center (SCCC), a
non-profit community agency. 1r is free of
charge and completely confidenliaJ. For more

Round-Trip from S3,9. Lima round-trip from
$329. G<t your brochures a1 ASUOP Travel

Campus parking;
permits required

Five dollars, a black and orange sticker on
the bumper of your car and you don't have to
worry about falling prey to the regulations of
parking on campus without a parking permit.
All permits are being sol8 in the Finance Center
now, and will be enforced starting Wednesday,
Nov. 15, according to Sergeant Finchum, head
of campus security.
Along with the enforcing of the parking
permits, painted curbs are enforced 24 hours a
day seven days a week. Green curbs are timed
zones and have two different fines; S2 for
parking over the time allowed, and SS if there is
less than lO feet of clearance.
Red curbs are for no parking any time and
yellow curbs are for loading zones and both
have a fine of SS. Parking across from parking
barriers is a S2 infraction.
The blue curbs are for cars with handicap
stickers issued by the state. The fine for

AnnOIIK'nlfllts

NOTICE
Modi C011noslor Sprtna, 1979
- All Mo l~ Coanos " "' "PSI" rcqalriaa
11&11<11 app<Oval. Tlols appoovol >Meld be ob181Md al lilt Mol~ Ofrko bcloro sl&•-las,
No,.eebet II.
- A Mal~ Proflriotocy Eum b roq•lttd for
aa) lllldonl earolllq II llleit Drsl ........ IIII I~
..,.,..., Tile Eua will bt ofloml oa lloc

Shula I von Allen
•'

· .... most spirited .... most venalile....best
looking_ ... ~inger ....dancer.... fashion
consciou s .. ,_athletic_-.. determined•..•

"I want a chance to promote
spirit and fidelity, and the honor
of Homecoming Queen will give
me that chance."

ratJowlrt& dotes ONLY:
Nev. . btr 13, Moadly 7:30p.m. CR lt4
Nov..,btr 14, T . . . ., J:JO P·•· CR 104

Free Classified Advertising for studen~s, faculty, ~nd
staff. Deadline is on Monday on a ftrst-comelftrstserve basis. Call your classified in at 946-1114 or
come to the PA CIFICAN, third floor, North Hall.
Office Hours- 9-3, Monday through Thursday.
If.
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Cafeterias crazy costumed capers
venturous onlookers. Voting for the contest
was done by three Quad workers who chose
the top four of the motley group.
Two women in strapless bras and nounThen, the audience was asked to choose,
cy petticoats ladled out glasses of cold apple
by clapping, whistling, and stomping, the three
cider from a vat foggy with dry ice. The
prize winners. Greg Heitman won third prize,
Quad dining hall was dark, illuminated only
for his portayal of a Conehead. Second prize
by candles and the setting sun. Periodically,
went to Lisa Cowles and Mary Beth Casey who
the side doors opened and the smell of bardressed as plain and peanut M & M 's. A box
bequing spare ribs wafted in. Screams of mock
of non-toxic crayolas won the first prize.
horror punctuated the din of clattering silverThe crayo\as, which walked in in a fabric
ware and chattering students as various ghouls,
box eight feet long and six feet tall, were
vampires, and monsters slithered in. This was
favorites with the crowd which cheered loudly
Food Service's way of welcoming Halloween
when the top was taken off the box to reveal six
last week.
color crayons in pointy hats, watch caps, and
paper wrappers.
The ,Q uad employees did an excellent job
The pumpkin carving contest drew a total
of dressing up as everythiRg from a wereof three contestants: Steve Chan won third ·
wolf to a sultan to an Orco Cookie. Pumpprize for his "Jack 0' Lantern," Bill Y ee got
kins, oranae 'paper globes, and scarecrows
second for his straw hat man, and Lori
were everywhere. By 5:30 p.m., when the ,
Chapman received first prize for her double
"C:OitUJI\C contest was to begin, the dining hall
pumpkin which she carved and dressed as
was
ked with masquel&ders and less adBY KATHITURNER

UNICEF expressPs thanks

PAUFICAN REPORTER

To the Editor:

•

,

PHOTO BY JORGE RAY A

A box of Crayolu and other uausuaUy dressed Halloween diners display their costumes at
the Qaad Dlnlac room.
·
Charlie Chan.
third, Teresa Bartlett taldng second, and Bill
On the other end of campus at the Grace
Planking sweeping first place in both costume
Covell Dining Hall, winners for the costume
and for the best carved pumpkin entered in
contest included Karen Humber picking up
Covell's pumpkin carving contest.

the ·P lant Doctor
IS DR. DALE McNEAL
Q: I have a piggy-back plant and would
like it to be fuller and less stringy and vinelike. How can I do this without spending a
lot of money?

VI

.

·/

~~

The sun.

,_,#

It's hot.

But it's not electric.
r

/.t .

· I

,.J

A: There are a couple of points to be made in
answering the above question. Piggy-back
plants are native near the coast in the Pacific
Northwest where daytiroe temp!'ratures are
cool, seldom exceeding 75• and where the humidity is always high. Conditions like these are
hardly what I expect to find in the average
dorm or apartment.
·
The 'leggy' appearance of the plants is due
to the long leaf stalks or petioles and the fact
that new leaves are developing so slowly that
they don't fil l in the center of the plant satisfactorily.
I would suggest you try misting the pl~nt
after cutting back the worst of the bad leaves.
The real problem here is that you will need to
mist every day and really should use rain water
as the chemicals in tap water tend to cause the
lf'aves of the piggy-back to turn brown. Also
you should try to maintain room temperatures
below 70°.

You cause plants to be fuller by en- ·
couraging your plants to branch frequently
and this is done simply by pinching the tip off
of branches as it begins to grow. To under·
stand why this works, it is necessary to explain
a bit about the physiology of plant growth.
The qrowing tip of most plants produces a
chemical which suppresses the growth of side
branches, a phenomenon known as apical
dominance.

mental sunlight-to-electricity
plant that will produce small
amounts of power by the early
1980's. But the cost of this electricity will be about 30 times as
much as that from a new conventional plant.
According to government
estimates,even by the end of the
century, the sun will provide no
more than 100/o of our electric
needs. In the meantime, we'll
need government approvals to
build conventional plants to help
meet your growing demands.
If you have any questions
about Solar Energy, write PG&E,
Box 3728, San Francisco, CA 94106.

Uotil solar electricity is ready,
we must buDd other kinds of
power plants. PG~E

Resumes, Term Papers, Thesis
Delta Typing Service
3232 N. ElDorado St.
948-2583
Corner of ElDorado and AlpineWithin walking distance/rom
Campus.
Pft......... (~II ...ur A n A pptHntnM'I11

Deafl leHers

The removal of th~ growing iip can be accomplished by pinching it off between the nail
of your thumb and forefinger. It is best to start .
the process while your plant is small or with
larger plants before they get leggy. As always,
it is easier to prevent the condition than to
correct it once it ha~ already occurred.
Plants that are too leggy now \viii require a
severe pruning but this should probably wait
until your plants resume active growth in the
spring. Pruning now when the plants are dormant won't hurt them but you are likely to
have a pretty sick looking plant for several
""'"tl" mtil active growth resumes.
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The easy way to overcome this, as I indicated ·above, is to remove these growing tips
which by it~f will stimulate the growth of side
branches and give a fulle r, more compact
plant.

If all this sounds like a lot of trouble,
you're right and, not to rub salt in the wound,
remember next time to do your home •' uribefore you buy a houseplant an• I s.·f··• t'd;7N+-t~~["("~'("'t'("''l"r0r"t"'~.,....~--......,~~~~~~
something more suitable to your conditions
The second queMion you imply abow "
how to keep any houseplant from getting It "I!'
or, to rephrase the question, how can you .,,..
courage full and well-shaped growth in your
houseplants.

Some solar technology is
already here. If you want to heat
your home, your water supply or
your swimming pool, you can buy
solar units today that will do the
job. PG&E is currently involved
in more than 80 solar projects to
help Californians make better use
of these heating systems.
But heat isn't electricity.
Manufacturing e lectricity
from the sun's rays is a lot further
off. The technology is not yet
developed to convert the sun's
energy into electricity in an efficient and affordable way. Meaningful amounts of e lectricity
won't be coming from solar
sources before the end of the
century.
PG&E is working on such
projects. For example, we are
partners in building an experi-

" We a re guilty of many errors and many
faults, qut our worst crime is aba ndoning the
children, neglecting the founta in of life. Many
things we need now can wait. The child cannot. Right now his bone.~ are being formed, his
blood is being made, and his senses are being
developed. To him we cannot answer "Tomorrow. " His name is " Today. " ... By Gabriela
Mistral ; Chilean Nobel Prize-winning poet.
1 want to ~ive a hearty congratulations. to

those indi•iduah and groups uch as Alph1 Chi
Omega , AKL. Tri-Delt, SA£, J s1~ Ballant}nt',
Price, Grace Covell, a nd all lhf' otht'r persons
who went out tricl.:-or-treating for UNICEF. I
applaud your efforts and concern for the children o( the world. If any other fratern ity.
soronty, residence h all, or club would ll.:e to
sponsor a fund-raiser for UNICEF, please contact me a t 95 1-3522 in the evenings.
Remember 1979 is the "Internatronal Year
of the Child ," won 't you help out?
Sincerely,
LetitU Showen
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On Tuesday, November 14th
There wiD be a Perfonnance by

La Corte Musical
Music of the Middle Ages
&

Renaissance
In the University Center Gallery at 7:30p.m.
Free Admission

Lisa (Cori)
Coruccini
Homecoming Queen
Finalist

"Let's make
1978-79 a year
remember!'"

Sponsored by the UC A rts Committee & Modern Language Dept.

paULI1JSO:J
November 10, 1978

Novembel' 10, 1978
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Looking at booking;
We hate it but we do it
BY LISA ALVA
P.ACIFICAN FEATURE EDITOR
PHOTOS BY STEVE CECIL

"The only drawback to college is the
studying:" How many times have you heard
that phrase or thought it yourself? Wei~ let's
face it. When we come to college, we've taken
on a job, and that is to study. Although it may
not come first in many instances, we' ve all got
to do it. So, like all unpleasant tasks, we try to
make it as pleasant and quick as possible.
Many students find that where they are
when they concentrate has a lot to do with how
much they absorb. Some students prefer the
library, while others think it's claustrophobic.
Still others remain in their rooms while their
roommates opt for the outdoors . But no matter where you live, there's got to be a place
you can go to "book it."
"I don't like to study no matter where
1 am," confesses Kris Kline, of Jessie B. "The
library's too social, outside is too. There are
too many people moving around that distrac!_ .
me. Jessie's a good place to study .. .if ypu're a
girl."
Bruce Fritts has the good fortune to be
able to go to Tahoe when he studies... he lives
there. "The altitude, the environ'ment, they're
great for studying," states Bruce.
Brooks Esser, who lives off campus, also
prefers to stay at home when he' s got books
to consider. "I like to stay in my room," says
Brooks, "it's quiet there."
"I study in many different places," explains Ken Hines, who lives in Grace. "During
the day 1 usually study in the Math lounge ... I
have a two hour break in the morning ... but I
go to the library when I want to get work done.
I dislike it (the library), but I get stuff done
there. Sometimes I 'II just sit right out here, "
he says, indicating the lawn in front of Baun
Hall.
Tina T oone, who lives in the Townhouses,
also frequents the library. "I like to go to the
third floor of the library, it's quiet there. The
first floor isn't conducive to studying, and the
second-has too much of a social atmosphere."
Tina knows her study habits and the library
well. "The time to avoid is after 6 p .m.,"
she advises, "after then it gets really crowded.
Of course, there aren' t that many people there
on Friday or Saturday nights, either."
Kathy LaPoint, from off campus says,
"it all depends, if it's a nice day like today,
I' ll just come outside and sit under a tree or
something. "
The time of day is also an important
element to consider when you've got a pile of
homework or reading to do. And once again,
personal prefrence dictates when you study
best. Most UOP students, however, find the
evening hours most desirable.
Jeff Len of Grace Covell likes the dark
hours best. "I can study in my room after
nine at night," he states. "It's quieter, and
I have everything I need there."
Mike K, also of Grace, waits a bit longer
to work on his assignments . "I go to the
end room after twelve," Mike says , " when
ever ybody's dead asleep.'.'
Cyn Moo re takes her books downstairs
to the Price lounge when she 's got to concentrate. "It's a lot quieter :han my room, and
really comfortable. I usually go there really
late at night. "
So whether you find yourself becoming a
nocturna l creature or one that finds refuge in a
corner of the library, you're not alone. A nd
if you do n't think you' re doing well with your
present system of study, look for alternatives;
study with a group, with a classmate, or j ust
try a change of scenery. And no matter
what , you can count yourself a bit luckier
than the P harmacy student who wished to remain anonymous but q uipped, " I study
wherever 1 can get work done , anytime I'm not
in class:'~

KUOP's new manager

Black sytnposium slated;

(From page 1)
according to Mikels. This included some
proposed plans which fhe committee felt could
be immediately implemented.
Mikels cited Turner's seven years of ex' perience at KFJM at the University of North
Dakota as important background towards
uniting UOP' s Communicatior.s Arts Department with KUOP. Turner has built up the
broadcast ing program in North Dako ta
through National Endowments for the Humantics grants, a means by which both Turner and ·
Mikels hope to strengthen ties between the University and KUOP.
"He (Turner) is very student oriented,"
continued Mikels. "He found a highly interested and motivated group of students during
his visit to Stockton, students who are the
backbone of the station."
"Mike must provide permanent leadership
to a station which has not had that leadership
in a long time," said the department chairman.
M ikels said the three priorities to which Turner
must immediately address himself are pulling
the KUOP staff together, increasing locally
produced programs, and integrating KUOP into the University's academic program.
Of the solutions which Turner proposed to
KUOP staff, UOP administrators, and students, Mikels emphasized Turner's belief that all
professional staff members of KUOP should
hold one on-air shift a week for a better perception of station operat ion.
Under present Corporation for Public
Broadcasting standards, public radio stations

many educators to speak

Michael S. Tur ner will soon arrive to be
KUOP's new station manager.
must employ at least five full -time personnel to
receive CPB funding. KUOP has the minimum
of five, all of which Turner believes should
assume on-air positions once a week.
Mikels continued by stating that the selection process was a long one which included
both adm inistrators and KUOP staff. "We
were faced with a couple very strong candidates
(Mike Turner and a programming coordinator
from Kentucky, Janet Kinney). We felt we
were irying to pick the best of the best," said
Mikels.
The committee interviewed two applicants
presently on the staff of KUO P , Mi ke
Milhaupt, Development Director and Sandra
H enwood , Acting Sta tion Manager and
Program Director. The final debate over the
two outside candidates and Milhaupt and Henwood culminated in a 4Yz-hour meeting of the
selection committee.

Other topics to be covered during the day
include black s tudies in the university structure, the challenge of social issues, influence on
the movie "Roots," and black studies and the
black community.
Add itional speakers will include Dr.
Austin Ahanotu and D r. Delo Washington,
both professors in ethnic studies at Stanislaus
State College; Dr. Elliot Chambers, chairman
of Ethnic Studies Division at Delta College in
Stockton; and Dr. William E . Nelson Jr. ,
chairman of the Afro-American Studies
Division at Ohio State University. Also Dr.
Carlene Young, chairman of the AfroAmerican Studies Division at San Jose State
University; Dr. Otis Scott, chairman of the
Afro-American Studies Division at Sacramento
State University, Dr. Harold Bailey, chairman
of the Black Studies Department at the University of New Mexico, and Charles Lampkin,
professor of music at Sa nta Clara University,
and a noted movie and television actor.
UOP ~tudents, faculty, administrators,
and interested communi ty m embers are
welcome to attend.
For more information on the event, contact Ealey at (209) 946-2245.
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Filling their academic
obligations: Above;
Ralph Clark concentrates on economics.
Right; an anonymous
library visitor feels the
results of too many allnighters. Below; Craig
Markus studies in the
sun on Anderson Lawn.

"Mobilizing For The Next Decade," is the
theme for the upcoming daylong symposium
on black studies slated for next Thursday,
November 16. Those attending will include
UOP students , faculty and administrators, plus
interested community residents.
"We want to focus on the shape of things
to come in looking at how black studies can
benefi t universities. We also want to make
communities that have black studies programs,
such as Stock ton, more aware of their existence," stated Mark Ealey, chairman of the UOP ·
Black Studies Department and coordinator of
the event.
Main speakers in the program will include
Dr. Joseph J . Russell , executive director of the
National Council for Black Studies and chairman of the Afro-American Sllldies Department
at Indiana University, and Dr. William M.
Ki1Jg, president of the National Council and
chairma n of the Afro-American Studies
Department at the University of Colorado.
Russell will present an overview on the
role of black studies in university and community life at 9 a.m. , and King will discu~ the
regional differences in the role of black studies
in university and community life at I :30 p .m.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Super Savings

Call or come in
For your Free copy
Of our new catalog
~~Books/or giving''

Give a world
of pleasure.
Give a bookJ

Don't
SkHip
Class

Pre-Recorded Cassettes

Carmen McRae will be here tonight at !i
p.m., in the Conservatory Auditorium. Perhaps it was not made clear in the publicity that
she is here to give a 132 unit, one seminar, one
night crash course in Cool. All who attend are
guarante<!d a 4.0 summa cum laude with a
likely major in Elementary Funktions.
This distin~~:uished harbin,z;er or the very
Hippocratic oath has a PhD in Badology, two
masters in Croove Maximization, and a
Gyroscopic Hip Derivations respectivdy, and
endless ba<·ht>lors whose degn't'S art• well ahow
9!Ui when they see and hear her sing.
Tuition is only $1.50 for ASUOP card-·
holders, and enrollment is at the door. See Ms.
McRdt' and learn about tht• other highs-cool.

ROCK - SOUL - POP
COUNTRY- BROADWAY
Reg. to $6.99

$2.99 and $3.49 each
University Book Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2329

ANNOUNCING

CHILDREN'S BOOK WEEK
CELEBRATION
SALE
NOVEMBER 10-16

Sonata
Recitals
Tuesday
Four faculty members at the University of
the Pacific Conservatory of Music will present
a recital of sonatas on Tuesday (November 14).
The B:IS p.m. event i~ the Conservatory
Auditorium will be open to the public without
charge.
Clarinetist Wilijam Dominik, bassoonist
Donald DaGrade, and pianisu Joan Coulter
and Wolfpna Fetsch will perform the works in
the prosram.
The recital will include works by German
composers Johannes Brahms and Harald Genuner, Hungarian composers Ferenc Farkas and
lmre Vincze, Czechoslovakian composer Otmar Macha, French composer Eugene Bozza
and American composer Homer Keller.
The sonatas by Mrs. Coulter and Dr.
DaGrade have been selected from DaGrade's
annotated bibliography of bassoon sonatas
which were compiled during his recent sabbatical leave. Publication of the work is planned for early next yeu.

Movie Review

'Comes A Horseman' shallow
BY ANDREW LETTES
PACIFICAN STAFFWRITER

Comes A Ho.--an arrives in Stockton
with all the glitter of a star-studded cast. However, the pretentious plot and shallow characters shrouds this promise of brillance.
The ftlm deals with an updated variation
of a hackneyed western plot, greed. Jason
Robards portrays the bad guy, a holdback of
the old west where a man could carve his own
destiny with a strong riaht ann and a blazing
six shooter. He dreams to own the entire valley
where his cattle can roam like buffalo.
Jane Fonda opposes him since her father
owned the remaining land. Each yeu, she and
an old crusty, Richard Farnsworth, try to make
enough to pay back their bank loan. How
many times have I seen this before'? Onl>'
Robards' lust for Jane Fonda (very understandable) prevents him from financially
ruining her.
Finally to update this typical tale, a third
party arrives, the oil company, who feels that
the valley shows promise for exploitation as an
oil field. This "relevant" idea sets the underlying economical theme of ecolotY versu!i
the energy needs of an expanding America.

The screenplay prevents the actors from
reaching their potentials. The stereotype
characters lack the punch necessary for
believability. Jason Robards returns to the
screen after his award-winning portrayal of
Dashiell Hammett in Julia.
Unfortunately his talents are wasted as a
man obsessed. His charac:ter is reminiscent of
a Heathcliff in Wat1tm111 Helallu but lacks the
cunnin& and tragedy to make him a successful
anti-hero. His only dramatic lines occur during
extreme close-ups of a sullen Robards with the
ruged mountains in the background.
Jane Fonda takes on the stoic acting style
of Clint Eastwood. When she smiles, the
audience fears that her face will crack. Obviously her role cramps her usually enjoyable
acting. The charac:ter seems at home only
when the pendulous Jfey clouds fiJI the sky
while a chilling fall wind sweeps the valley.
Only James Caan gives life)o this otherwise sterile film . His lust for life and colorful
dialogue allows for audience identification. He
has a disarming gentle manner on film, but one
realizes that there is a fierce giant underneath.
His interactions with Robert Farnsworth, an
excellent character actor, provide the most en-

joyable scenes.
The juxtaposing of the timeless west with
modern images was a successful technique used
by director Alan Pakula. One's time sense
becomes distorted after watching cowboys
roping cattle, sitting by the campfire, or
drinking thick coffee. Then the director shocks
the audience into the present by inuoducing a
car, a road, or an airplane. Pakula shows that
even though it is the twentieth century, the law
of the ageless west still predominates.
Gordon Willis' photography captures the
intense action of roping cattle which dart in
between trees and tbrough thick underbrush.
This coupled with Michael Small's ruged
music allows the audience to feel the thrill of a
cattleman's life. Then if things become too
boring, the beautiful scenery of Coconino
National Forest is available.
Comes A Honemllll is a mediocre film
with a fine cast, hence excellent television
material. So when this film is aired, billed as
"a story of love and freedom," sit back and
enjoy, because then it will be well worth the
price of admission.
c o - A Honeaan is currently being
~reened at the Stockton Royal Theater.

SPECIAL
PURCHASE
HARDBOUND BOOKS
FOR
YOUNG READERS
Original Price $2.95-$5.95
SALE PRICED
$1,.69

******READ ALL ABOUT IT* • * * • •
CHILDREN'S BOOK WEEK November 13-19, 1978

CLEARANCE
ON ALL CIDLDREN,S BOOKS
IN OUR REGIJLAR STOCK

200Jo OFF

Unl..-erelty Book Store
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SPECIAL
PURCHASE
PAPERBACKS
OFALLKINDS
CLASSICS-FAIRYTALES
ADVENTURE-ACfiVITIES
$.19-$4.99
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BryanPini

Homecoming

Top Tiger golfer links golf and
school
ln most sports an athlete can go a long
way relying solely on his natural ability. Golf
is unlike most sports, as any beginner would
tell you. Practice, mental preparedness, and
continual improvement are the key to
becoming a good golfer.
Bryan Pini has put all three aspects of his
game together and according to the University
of the Pacific Golf Coach G)en Albaugh, "he
has demonstrated that he is one of the top
amateur players on the west coast." .
Pini, a 20-year-old junior Business major
from Santa Cruz, California, spends most of
his spare time practicing at the golf course.
"My brother started me playing when I was
eight years old," said Pini. "I participated in .
all thesports and as it turned out, I had to give
up baseball for golf. They were both played
during the spring season in high school.
"During the school year, I play nearly
three hours a day. And since I belong to a
country club near my home, I play over six
hours a day in the summer. Golf takes up
about 900Jo of my time.
"When the team is travelling, I slowly
start to fall behind in my school work. There is
just no conceivable way to study on the road.
It's a completely different environment in
every city we stay in, and there always seems to
be something to do."
bue primarily to his extensive practice
program, Bryan has compiled an impressive
record of winnings and high placings in prominent amateur tournaments. He bas won the
Northern California Amateur Tournament for
two consecutive years, a feat that had not been
accomplished in 13 yeatll.
Almost every athlete, from the
professionals down to· the high schools, is
superstitious to some extent. Golfers are said
to be one of the more superstitious groupsp
sportsmen and Bryan is no different.
/
"It's usually the spur of the moment kind

GDI,
Termites,
Northeasters
reign iniM
football

According to Bryan, practice is very important, but the mental part of the game can
determine how well he will play during a given
round.

-

"if I know everything about the course
that I am playing on and think out how I'll play
each shot, I should have a good round of golf.
Unlike basketball, where one must make quick
decisions, a golfer can analyze every situation
and really should never make a stupid or uncalculated mistake."

~
I'HOTO
llY ROBERT
The UOP Marching Band, shown boarding bus enroute to welcome President Carter in
Sacramento, will play during the Homecoming Game to~orrow in the stadium at 2:00.

Conservatory Series

Bryan's play in the 7th Annual University
of the Pacific Golf Invitational Tournament,
which was held October 30-31 at the Woodbridge Golf Course in Lodi showed that he is
among the top competitors in this area. Pini
shot a one over par 214 in the S4 hole tournament to earn himself a seconli place tie.
But after the first two rounds of play, it
seemed that Bryan was out of the running for
the title. "I really had a rugged frrst round but
I felt that I played well after that," commented
Pini. That's an understatement as Bryan came
from eight strokes back on the final day to
fmish just one shot behind the winner Dan,
Croonquist of Arizona State University.
"Bryan played some sparkling golf over the
final 36 holes," remarked Coach Glen
Albaugh.

UOP's Marching Band
PHOTO BY BERND SCHMIDT

Tfaer aolfer Bryan Pial displays tbe form tbat bas brougbt blm t•e No. 1 spot on tbe Pacific team.
Pial recently finls•ed seeond In tbe UOP Invitational Golf tournament at tbe Woodbridae Country Clnb Ia Lodl.

Co-Ree Volleyball.
Week of Nov.

Star Beverage Co.
is pleased to announce
the appointment of
the Miller Representative for
U
of the Pacific

13-1~

Mon. , 9 :30

Tower
Southwest (S)
Tyckglc(A)

Dere~cts

Du's
Cove~anos

Mon .• IO: I5
Bobos
McneHune
Jock.s

J Vee(E)
Power Hitters (W)
Phi Delta Chi

Mon., 11:00
Spact Rangers (S)
7 Dwarfs(A)
SOS2(E)

Eisi<n Kniahts
Ea.st Side Eagles
Psyddics
Tues., 9:30

Power Hitters (W)
Phi Delta Chi
Riners Critters (S)

Kaimana
Derelicts
Eiselen Kniahts
Tues .• IO:J5

bands are expected to appear and perform in a
traditional competition during half time.
The UOP Marching Band, which has been
As President Carter descended from the
a well .known institution within the University
plane, the UOP Marching Band played "Hail
since the big football days of Amos Alonzo
to the Chief." Situated only 20 feet from the
Stagg now consists of 74 musicians, 10 flag
President, the band performed the role of of- : girls, two drum majors, and one majorette. At
ficial welcoming band to Carter last Friday,
the present, there are at least 30 nonNovember 3. Later that afternoon, the
conservatory students within the organization.
President expressed his sincere pleasure upon
Mr. Priester said that he hopes to coordinmeeting and listening to the UOP Marching
ate a more successful recruiting program in the
Band.
future and encourages all UOP students with a
"It's an experience I will never forget,"
music or drill background to participate.
said Mr. Priester, Director of the Marching
Until the band gets new uniforms, they are clad
Band. "I received a call from a Democratic
in 1968 men's dress suits of orange and black.
representative last Thursday who asked if we
They also usually happen to -be the loudest
could be in Sacramento to welcome President
group of rooters at the UOP football games,
Carter." Through the help of the UC Center,
unisonly chanting and performing songs,
and other UOP resources, they were able to get
jingles, and sayings such as: theme from Jaws,
in touch by phone with the majority of the
the Budweiser jingle, and the famous "Hey,
UOP Band. Of the 84 members, 70 were able , hey ... Beat San Jose" cheer (no matter' who the
to attend. "Fortunately, we had been pracopponent is). Past time favorites include
ticing a military repertoire, which we perfor"Having a good time getting rowdy," and
med at the welcoming ceremony last Friday,"
stumping the cheerleaders, said a band memsaid Priester.
ber.
The Marching Band will be performing
The family-type togetherness and high
again in one of UOP's most highlighted events
quality performance is attained through S-6
of the year-Homecoming, which is tomorrow
hours per week of practice and dress rehearsal
at the UOP Stadium. Entertaining to the
on Saturdays before the games. The Marching
theme of Veteran's Day and coordinating with
Band is an accredited one unit course and
the US Marine Corps for their 203rd anniverstudents receive $45 grant in aid. They play an
sary, the band will perform a medley of miliessential role as promulgators of school spirit,
tary tunes such as: "Halls of Montezuma",
and extentions of the student body. However,
" Johnny Goes Marching Home". "Taps",
the greatest benefit of this unison expression
and "America the Beautiful." Two thousand
are the two functions it fulfills socially as team
students from different high school marching
activity, and musically as an entertaining body.
BY MAGDELENA DEL VALLE
PACIFICAN STAFF WRITER

"I feel that Bryan has a chance to continue
as a player or in some other asj)ect of the
aame," explained Albaugh. "His love of
competition makes him strive to test himself
a&aini\t the most difficult competition on the
most difficult golf courses."

Ea.st Side Eagles
Psydelics
Fish

Phi Gamma Alpha
69ERS(E)
SOSI(WJ

After much controversy, three teams have
emerged as champions in the UOP Intramural
Tues.,II:OO
Tower(NJ
Avenaers
football leagues.
DU'S(S)
Space Ran&<rs
The Termites captured the B division while
Covelianos (AJ
7Dwarfs
Wed .• 9:30
the Powder Puff league was conquered by the
SOS2(EJ
Bobos
TBA(W)
Diann Dynamos
Northeasters.
WCCOEOS(N)
Alpha Chi Sip11.1
The storm brewed, however, in the A
Wed., 10:15
division, where the GDI 'C81!1e out on top
AlphChiSip11.1
Southwest (S)
llcacll
Pounders
TYCKGL YC (A)
despite a series of protests, to retain the title
Alkees
J 'Yee(E)
Wed. , 10:30
won in 1977.
Power Hitters
SOSI(W)
SAE protested on the basis that Archania · Pbi Delta Chi
To-(N)
RJuers Criuers
5.-c Ranll<fS (S)
had played using a player that was not listed on
Thurs•• 9:30
llcacll Pounclers (A)
East Sid< Eqks
the roster, therefore forfeiting the game to
Psydclic:s(E)
Alkees
SAE.
Kairaana(W)
Diane's Dynamos
Thun .• 10:15
SAE earlier in the season had defaulted a
Derelicts(N)
Alpha Chi Siam•
Alpha Chi Sipna
Eiseien KniJhts
game to With-A-Little-Luck, and also
TYCKGL YC (A)
Pakalolo Growers
requested that it be played later as SAE
Thurs .• II :00
3VEE(E)
SAE
couldn't field a team the day the match was
TBA(W)
MentHunc
WCCoeds(N)
Jocks
originally scheduled.
By defaulting, SAE was charged with a
·a protest was lodged, and the loss was reloss that by clerical error was not reported, acdiscovered by Simpson.
cording to Kathy Simpson, IM Director. Had
Had SAE protested within 24 hours of
they chosen to forfeit, it would have meant
either game, then the protests would have been
disqualification from the league, rather than
just a loss that went seemingly unnoticed until . legitimate ones, according to Sim.P,SO'!· ,

................. ....... ........ ....................... ........................ .
~

Happeni~gs

of thing for me. If it feels comfortable and I'm
winning with some consistency, I'll continue to
do the same thing. For example, lf I have a
good round, I'll try to park in the same place
every other day of the tournament, or I will
maybe keep on putting a penny in my shoe. I
don' t know if it works, but it acts as sort of a
confidence builder.'' '
Golf is one of the few sports in which an
individual competes for himself and for his
team. "We supposedly have one of the finest
golf squads that Pacific has ever fielded," explained Pini.

Doug Nestler
946-2326

For a really great time, call your Miller Campus
representative. Find out what important services, equipment, and ideas can help make
your event a very successful one. When you've
got the time we've got ...
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We now carry a complete line of
BASF Recording tape, including
the new Performance · III Series.
BASF provi,{ies good quality at a
very reasonable price.
-And NowGet two BASF Studio Series C-90
Cassettes for the price of one

A

~
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Clean sound requires clean
equipment. We stock record and
tape cleaning equipment for all
budgets from
Discwasher
Soundguard
Watts
Metrocare
All at the best prices around!
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Homecoming at University of t.he
Pacific is sched~led this weekend
with a variety of activities that will
include a jazz concert, parade, football game and several reunions.
ON FRIDAY (NOVEMBER 10)
VOt:ALIST CARMEN McRAE will
perform in concert with the UOP
Jazz Band, which is directed by Tony
Kissane. The 8 p.m. concert in the
Conservatory Auditorium will be
open to the public, with tickets priced
at $ 1.50 for UOP students and $5
general admission.
SATI!RDAY NIGHT, A HOMECOMING DANCE,sponsored by
ASUOP will feature "Gotcha" at the
Raymond Great Hall. The dance is
free and begins at 9 p.m., and ends at
I a .m. " Gotcha" is an outstanding
··Danceable" band, which plays both
disco and rock.
SATURDAY (NOVEMBER II)
ACTIVITIES WILL INCLUDE THE
TRADITIONAL PARADE ALONG
PACIFIC AVENUE, starting at 10
Special events include a
a.m. and involving bands, drill McGeorge School of Law studentteams, floats and novelty entries. faculty luncheon and a dinner by the
"Our Dreams Come True" is the Athletic Department honoring longtheme.
time UOP sports supporters Larry
THE ANNUAL BAND DAy will Heller and Bob Grogan.
feature some 1,800 high school
Five different reunions, inmusicians from 20 different Northern volving some 400 alumni, are planCentral California bands that ned during the day. They will range
will march in the parade and perform from the 50th for the Class of 1928 to
at halftime at theJootball game.
the 1Oth for the Class of 1968. There
THE GRIDIRON CONTEST, will be a post-game reception for all
WITH SAN JOSE STAlE, will begin alumni at the campus reside'!ce of
at 2 p.m. in Pacific Memorial UOP President and Mrs. Stanley E.
A pre-game show will be McCaffrey.
highlighted by the naming of the
For more information on
Homecoming Queen from among Homecoming contact the UOP
seven finalists.
Alumni Office at 946-2391.

Moving ·' Wedding'
at SCT·
The late Carson McCullers, the author of
"The Member of the Wedding," which is now
on stage aJ Stockton Civic Theatre, was
unknown as a playwright when the play opened
on Broadway in 1950. She was, on the contrary, very well known -and famous evenas a novelist. At 22 Miss McCullers finished
her first novel, "The Heart Is a lonely Hunter." Before readers could overcome their
stunned admiration and say, "She'll never do It
again," she did; a second novel, a year later,
"Reflections in a Golden Eye."
Still later, in 1945, Miss McCullers wrote
"The Member of the Wedding," the most gentle, the most moody and touching, the most
profound and moving. This novel. in an
uno~tentatious and masterful prose, told the
story of a lonely, motherless, adolescent girl,
Frankie by name, who hac.l an obsession.

idea? "Any creative thing," she said, after
thinking a minute, "is so mysterious that it's
impossible to remember the source - if there
were a traceable source. But I do think the idea
of wanting to belong haunts every child. And
not only children. I think it is the primary
question: 'Who am I? What am I?' Or,
'Where do I belong?' and 'Where can I
belong?' But childhood or adolescence is a
time of crisis, and such questions are more
haunting, more immediate, then."

This poignant drama directed by Franklin
Wilbur, with Cynthia Gail Boyd, Sandy
Mulvihill and Tray Batres in the principal
roles, will continue at the SCT theatre at
Willow and Monroe Streets on Fridays and
Saturdays through December 2, with one Thursday performance on November JO and a SunFrankie believed that when her brother day matine~ on November 19. Tickets may be
reserved by calling the box office at 463-681 3 at
married she would be married into the
any time, day or night. The box office at the
marriage too, and go off, naturally, with a
Theatre will be open from I to S p.m. Thusday,
husband and wife into the world . But this parFnday and Saturday during the run of the play.
ticular and obsessive notion of Frankie's that
Season ticket holders are reminded that
she was a "member of the wedding" took on,
in Mi~~ McCullers' book , another , more ·their coupons may be used for any performance of any play in the current series.
unher,al meaning.
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Golfers play U)ell
Friday, No~trnbtr 10

in tournaments

I

Newman Canned Food Drive
Symposium: Faculty Symposium, Common Room, noon
FUm: "The Turning Point," UC Theatre, 6 & 9 p .m .
crrt: Carmen McRae, UOP Jazz Band, Conservatory Auditorium, 8 p .m ., tickets
011

A strong second-round performance by
Arizona State enabled the Sun Devils to capture the UOP Golf Invitational October 30·31
at the Woodbridge Country Club in Lodi.

c

Sl .50 with ASUOP card, $5 general admission
Meeting: Pacific Ski Club, Commort Room, 8:30p.m.
Meeting: Campus Crusade, Andc:rso~ Y, 7 :~0 p.m.
D~ma: "The Member of the Wedding," Stockton Civic Theater, 8:30p.m.

ASU carried a slim one-stroke•Jead in the
second round, which proved to be fa ta l to the
rest of the field as the Sun Devils gained 13
strokes on nearest competitor, Fresno Sta te.

D~ma: "Laura," Pine Alley Theatre, 8:30p.m.
D~ma: "Under Mille. Wood," Little Theater, Lincoln High School, 8 p.m.

Satur4ay, Nonmber 11
Homecoming day
'Parade: Pacific Avenue, 10 a.m.
Game: Pacific vs. San l:>se State, 2 p.m., Stadium
Reception: President'~ Home, 4 p.m., class reunions
Dance: "Gotcha," Raymond Great Hall, 9 p .m .• free
'Film: "The Turning Point," UC Theatre, 6 & 9 p.m.
Concert: Barbershop Quartet, Atherton Auditorium, Delta College, 8 p.m.
Drama: "The Member of the Wedding," Stockton Civic Theatre, 8:30p.m.
D~ma: "Laura," Pine Alley Theater, Lodi, 8:30p.m.
D~ma: "Under Milk Wood," Little Theatre, Lincoln High School, 8 p.m.
Museum: Pioneer Museum and Haggin Galleries, Vic~ory Park, l :45-5:00 p.m.

ASU's Dan Croonq uist was the individual
winner in the tournamen t, carding a 213 score,
while UOP's Bryan Pini fell one stroke short at
214, a fter Pini had gained seven strok es on
C roonquist during the final round.

KareD :a:rtend, Sy Kahn, aad Georae Buckbee combine their expertlc:e In their field to
. produce the first such effort In UOP's hislory. PHOTO BY JORGE RAYA

'Kiss Me .Kate' opens

FUm: "The Turning Point," UC Theatre, 3, 6, & 9 p.m.
Senk:e: Sacrament of Reconciliation, Morris Chapel, 7 p.m., Repent Willie!

Long Theatre Nov. 17

Mass: Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
Monday, November13

The first University of the Pacific drama
production in the refurbished Long Theatre is
scheduled for November I i-22, when drama,
dance and music students will combine in
•"Kiss Me Kate."

Tuesday, November 14

Bill Corbett was Pacific's highest finisher
in the tournament, wh ich saw Stanford's Doug
I Clarke capture first place at 213.

The Tigers will be idle until th~:ir regular
season begins.

UOP's Jim Evans placed fourth with a
2 I 9, the only other Tiger to break 220.

Sunday, Nonmber 1l

Flim and Ltctare: International Club, UC Theatre, 7 p.m., free
Meetlaa: Newman Executive Council, Newman House, 7:30p.m.
Speaker: Learning Experience, Common Room, 8 p.m.

The Tiger performance ~as mucb bcue
r than Pacific's fini h in the Stanford In·
vitational just two days earlier where the Ti&ers •
placed fifth behind USC, Stanford, San Jose
State, Arizona State, and Fresno State.

The musical by Cole Porter will be presen·
ted for five consecutive nights at 8 p.m. Dr. Sy
M. Kahn, chairman of the Drama Department,
will be directing the show, with George Buckbee of the Conservatory of Music faculty in
charge of the music and Karen Friend of the
Physical Education and Recreation Department in charge of the dancers.

Concert: RAS Recital, Conservatory Auditorium, 8: IS p.m.
Film: "Weekend," UC Theatre, 7:30 & 10 p.m., 50 cents
Dtaadng: Folk dancing, El Centro, 7 p.m.
Meeting: ASUOP Senate Meeting, Redwood Room, 5 p.m.
Wednesday, November 15
Meeting: American Humanics, Redwood Room, 7:45p.m.
Meeting: Religious Lib, Anderson Y, 6 p.m.
Mass: Thanksgiving Mass, Morris Chapel, 6:30p.m.
Recital: Piano, Jeanne lshikawa-Kimi, Conservatory Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Film: "Fantastic Planet," UC Theatre, 7:30 & lOp.m., 50 cents
Meeting: OAS, El Centro, 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Thursday, November 16
Workshop: Job Placement workshop, UC Theatre, 5 p.m.
Meetlaa: OURMeeting, WPC218,6p.m.
Entertainment: Comedy Night, Rathskellar, 8 p.m.
Meeting: Learning Experience Singles Group, Common Room, 8 p.m.
Film: "Fidel Castro," El Ce-ntro, 7:30p.m., 35 cents for Covelianos, SO cents gen.

"This is the first time in the history of
UOP that three departments have combined to
put on a show," said Kahn . "We are all very
excited to be a part of this effort." He added
that students from all disciplines throughout
UOP are participating in plays. "It's very
rewarding_ to see students become more confident in areas they thought were not open to
them.
Considering the problems which could
arise with the three co-ordinators, Buckbee. explained that, "There theoretically could have
been some explosive situations during the
rehearsal stages of the show, but there weren't.
I think it's essentially a question of per-

sonalities, and," he added, "we all get along
fine."
Kahn said the show will be one of the
largest productions ever staged at UOP in terms pf number of people involved and the combination of dance, singing and acting performers.
"As a result of this production, students
are enrolling in classes which will further train
their new-found talents," commented Ms.
Friend.
The production will include a cast of 16,
plus a 9-member female chorus and dance
group, IO·mem ber male chor us and dance
group, and I 5-piece orchestra .
Tickets will be $5 genera l a dmission and
$2.50 for st udents, faculty and se nior citizens.
The box office phone number is 946-2289.
The show is based on the book by Bella
and Samuel Spewack, with music and lyrics by
Cole Porter. The drama is described as a "play
within a play," as it involves a company of actors about to stage a show, and the relationships o f the people involved, both on and off
stage . Leads in the show will be UOP Music
majors Debbie Recio, Robin Ruosell and Bob
Smith, plus English and Drama major Charles
Fee.
"I think the best term for this production
is 'cooperation,"' he concluded.

Fresno State finished in second place,
followed by San Jose State and Pacific. Eleven
teams competed in the tournament including
Stanford , USC, San Diego Stale, NeyadaReno, Hawaii, UOP II , and Cal.

Alumni vs
Tigers in

water polo
The UOP water polo team will challenge a
squad consisting of Alumni in a match tomorrow 1\5 Kjeldsen Pool at I I :00. The team is
playing at Hayward State today.
A mistake was made in the original water
polo schedule as November 4 was fi rst set aside
for the alumni-UOP match. T he date of the
alumni meeting was rescheduled to align with
homecoming evems.
After tomorrow's action, UOP will have a
week of rest before competing at the PCAA
championship November 17- 18 at the Olone
Col lege pool in Fremont. UOP is the host team
for t he tournament , but Kjeldsen Pool lacks
lights which a re necessary to fi t the tourney in one weekend.

. let
ltbe
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THE ATKINSON GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF ADMINISTRATION
WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY
SALEM, OREGON 97301

University Cente r Stockton, CA 952 1 I 12091 94fi-2329
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A Two-Year Master's Program to
Provide the Educational
Foundation for Careers in the
Management of Business.
Government. and Not-For-Profit
Organizations.
All interested students should see:
Tim Nissen, Director of Admissions
Wednesday, November 15, 1978
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Career Planning & Placement Office
946-2361
lnformatton o n Placeme nt. Internships .
Cu rnculum and F1nanc1al A1d ava1la ble
on requ est

first in UOP soccer. The game will begin at 11 a.m.

'lbnlght,

UNIQUE IN THE NORTHWEST

Jackie Oh- Kitty Kelles hardbound - $12.00
A Distant Mirror - Barbara Tuchman hardbound -$I .5.9.5
Second Generation- Howard Fast hardbound - $10.9.5
Pearl - Stirling Silliphant paperback - $2..50
The Man from Lisbon - Thomas Gifford paperba ck - $2.SO
The Wild Geese - Daniel Carney paperba ck - $2 2.5
Aristotle Onassis- Nicholas Fraser papPrback S2 ..50
The Sex Life of Plants - Alec Bristow hardbound $10.00
University Book Store

Time change
Homecoming festl~lties have. advanced the starting time of Saturday's UOP-Fresno State soccer game. Tbe Tigers have a chance to finish at .500-a

,

Tiger
Tourney·
hopes on
-the line
As Coach Terry Liskevych noted prior to
last weekend's tournament, " We must either
split with or defeat Utah State or San Diego
State," in order to achieve a trip to the
A lA W Western regionals at UC Davis on
November 24-25.
They did not defeat or split with either
team.
UOP's volleyball team entered the UCLA
Invitational with high hopes of a second
place fin ish and a reg:onal playoff berth.
However, those goals appea r a bit d1m now as
the Tigers could only muster a 2·3 record m
Los Angeles.
Utah Stale, the nation's number one team
defeated UOP 15·5, 15-6 and San Diego State,
also nat ionally ra nked , overwhelmed the Tigers
15-5, 15-6. Sandwiched between the losses was
a victory over Nebraska 15·5, 15-6.
Earlier in the w urnah1ent, UO P defeated
Michigan State 15-3, 15·8 and was whipped bv
nauonall~ ran ~ ed UC Santa Barbara 15-10,
15-3.

Bill Corbett was Pacific's highest finisher
in the tournament, which saw Stanford's Doug
Clarke capture first place at 213.
The Tigers will be idle until their regular
season begins.
The Tigers defeated a stubborn Fresno
State team Nov. 7 15-10, 12-15,15-12, 12-15,
IS-6, as Pacific showed some of the inconsistency that has plagued the Tigers this season
before finally putting the pesky Bulldogs away
in the final game.
The Tigers will continue their season at
Stanford tonight and will return •home November 14 to meet UN Nevada-Reno. A home
match versus San Jose State will wind up the
1978 schedule.

Soccer
takes on
FSU
The Fresno State soccer team will invade
the UOP soccer field to meet the Tiger• tO·
morrow al 11 a.m.
On November 14, Stanislaus State will
meet Pacific and the Alumni and the Tiger>
will clash on November 19. Both matches " ill
be on the Tigers' home field and will >tan
at 3:00.

...........-.·.-· ·.·.,;.·..,-....·,..,.,
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UOP Ho111eco~ning vs San Jose State:

BY JEFF JARDINE
PACIFICAN SPORTS EDITOR

Things aren't much better dow!l~in San

'Tbe 'Pac:\ftam

Datebook

Half a title will have to do
When the UOP Tigers take to the field in ·
Saturday's homecoming game against San Jose
State they will have a lot of reasons to want to
win.
First, San Jose State is one of Pacific's
oldest rivals, as the series dates back to 1921,
and San Jose State holds the series edge at 2620-4.
Secondly, the Tigers will be fighting not
only for a homecoming victory but also will be
trying to retain a share of the PCAA championship-a championship that the Tigers
would have owned uncontestedly had they not
been annihilated by Utah State in Logan 40-14,
last Saturday and assuming that the Tigers did
beat San Jose State.
~
Now the Tigers will find themselves trying
to stay out of second place. After all, half a
· title is better than second place. But since Utah
State beat Pacific so thoroughly, sharing first
place with the Auks would be like fighting
your big brother for the top bunk.
This is not to put down the Tigers. They
have played well anhe level they are supposed
to play at-the PCAA. Out of league play
however, UOP has defeated only Hawaii, while
losing to two Pac-10 teams, Arizona State and
Cal, a Western Athletic Conference team, San
Diego State, and the most degrading of all, a
Far Western Conference team, UC Davis,
which is like a Babe Ruth baseball team losing
to a Little League club. But Davis could
probably play in the PCAA, whereas few, if
any of the other FWC teams would rate.

No•eiDber 10, 19'78

Record review

Bay Area concerts;
A Rebirth
keeping up with the beat of Style
they were here last year) I recommenct' that you
forget Thursday classes and spend Wednesday
night in Berkeley-you won 't regret it.

BY JOE ANNOTTl
PACIFICAN STAFF WRITER

Tll:e Gllosts of

Put. Just like this Padfk player, wllo upended at Spartan, the
Ticers onrturned San Jose State in the 1974 Home.:omlng game, 19-17• . The Tigers are hoping
that history can repeat itself when the two teams meet for the 51st time Saturday at1 p.m.

Jose eitJier. Spartan coach Lynn Stiles has · · linebacker Randy Whited put the icing on the
found out that head coaching isn't the picnic he : cake with an interception of an Ed Luther that
thought it would be when he left Rose Bowl- · Wl)ited took into the end zone for the final
score. .
· champion UCLA in 1976 to take the reins at
This year's Spanans look much like last
SJS.
yeal's 4-7 club with Luther returning at quarStiles' first Spartan team went 7-4 with
terback, Kevin Cole and Jewerl Thomas at the
talent that landed three starting positions in the
running back positions while the defense is led
NFL today. (Steve DeBerg, San Francisco
by the Mowin' Samoa.n, Frank Manamaleuna.
49ers, Wilson Faumina, Atlanta Falcons, and ,
San Jose State is -4- S o!l the year and 2-1 in
Ricky Kal!e, Detroit Lions.) It wes the same
~CAAplay .
team that defeated UOP in the 1976
homecoming game, a wild affair that saw Steve
The Tigers need this win, for their pride,
DeBerg pass for 404 yards in the game that enand for a share of first place with Utah State
ded with a S0-30 score.
that will at least look good on paper. Had the
Tiaers defeated the Aggies, (and apparently
Last year Pacific got a satisfying win at
San Jose, 24-7, as the Tigers' Joe Conron
that could have happened only if someone
would have changed the lock on the Aggies'
returned a punt flO yards for one score, while

dressing room) Saturday's game would · have
been for the undisputed championship. Instead, the Tiger may be in the front seat, but
sitting on the passenaer side.
PCAA notes-The "boy did they fool us"
award goes this season to the teams of the
PCAA who, assuming Utah State to be much
weaker than it really was allowed the Aggies to
use first-year transfer players who otherwise
would have had to sit the year out. The PCAA
felt this would help bring USU "up" to the
PCAA standard of play.
Well, it worked. Utah State not only
reached the PCAA standard, but also the standards of the WAC, PAC-10, and maybe even
the newly-forming International Football
League. Great idea, eh? .

The Bay Area concert schedule has never
looked better as we wind our way through
the final .months of 1978. The scene has shifted
from summer's grandiose outdoor settings to
the intimacy of the clubs and smaller halls
around the East Bay and The City.
The Old Waldorf celebrates the return
of Rick Danko, former bassist of The Band,
to San Francisco on Nov. 26 & 27. Since
the dissolution of The Band in 1976 Danko has
been touring with his own band of unknowns
supporting his solo album along with several
cuts from The Band's repetoire . Also appearing with Danko will be Gary Busey, star o f
"The Buddy Holly Story."
Two outstanding blues/ rock guitarists will
also grace the Waldorf in December. Rory
Gallagher plays a one-night stand on Dec. 3
and Johimy Winter has a three-night engagement Dec. 21-23.
The Boarding House presents two New
Wave acts late this month. The Talking Heads, creators of America's most mysterious and intelligent New Wave since The Velvet Underground, appear Nov. 23-25 , and Dyan
"Mystery Dance" Diamond, the incredible
teenager, opens Nov. 30 for a two-day run.
Across the bay jazz headlines the bill.
Weather Report, backing their latest album,
will play Nov. 26. Jean-Luc Ponty, the master
of jazz violin, will follow on Dec. 2, with shows
being held a t the Berkeley Community Theater.
Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes,
whose supposed appearance at UOP fell
through, will play Nov. 15 ·at Zellerbach
Auditorium on the Berkeley campus . If you
haven ' t experienced this man 's brand of East
Coast rock n'roll (as so few of you did when

The big news in the Bay Area is Bill
Graham's decision to close Winterland. A
stepchild of the Fillmore West, Winterland has
been a part of the S.F. concert scene for years.
Rock n' Roll's greatest figures have performed
on the stage - The Stones, The Who, The
Dead. The Band's "Last Waltz" was filmed
and recorded in the San Francisco relic.
In true Bill Graham tradition Winterland
will go out in a blaze of glory with " The Last
Days of Winterland" scheduled from Dec. 2731. These finai shows promise to yield a cast
of thousands and write the script for the last
bit of history Winterland will offer. Watch for
tickets in mid-December.
Before the final days however, Graham
plans two ~>oncerts guaranteed to please. Van
Morrison will play Dec. 2 along with Dave
Edmunds and Rockpile. J udging from his
Old Waldorf performance last month Van is
back in top form under the watchful eye of new
manager Bill Graham (who else).
The Boss, Bruce Springsteen, will hold his
first and last Winterland engagement on Dec.
15 (a great way to celebrate the end of finals):
Tickets go on sale this weekend. This man is
undoubtedly a rock n' roll prophet, I have
only two words to say about this show - SEE
IT!

In the larger halls the Oakland Coliseum
hosts three hard rock shows with Jethro Tull
on Nov. 12, Rush and Pat Travers Nov. 16,
and Black Sabbath Dec. 2. Bob Dylan P.lays
the Coliseum on November 13 and 14 . This
show is sold out, but you can read about it in
these pages next week.

BY TIMOTHY JONES

If the proceeding m eans nothing at all to
you, then perhaps it will suffice that you fall in
love, as I did, with the airl who sings. The two
shortest and the simplest songs on the album
Throughout this al bum there is a
are, thanks to her, absolute gems and the rest
genuinely English flavor, more encompassing
can be thrown away, for that matter.
and deep seated than that evident in most
If you have a sensitive spot for that cenain
Anglo progressive rock. Although much less
Enalish
charm,
then
" . . . Paper
flamboyant and ambitious than the latter,
lads. . .come with the dawn. . . The story of
. Renaissance displays a sophisticated conserpeople who live by the Tyne, " will surely rank
vatism and strong allegiance to tonality and
up there with Petula Clarke singing " Hey
especially consonance, which has always been
There Georgie Girl," or Tom Jones singing
the English prediliction, even when contem"It's not Unusual. "
poraneous trends elsewhere were breaking
The song " Northern Lights,'; already a
away from this (e.g., Vaughn Williams vs. Armild success in England, is a perfect masternold Schoenberg).
piece. I can elaborate no further on it.
The instrumental treatment is often
reminiscent of the Moody Blues, who were first
to successfully tackle the difficult intonation
problems of blending rock sound with thick
symphonic lay,ering (explored more extensively
than when done by the Bcatles). Both the
Moody Blues and Renaissance ably employ the
ever-effective compositional tool of dominant
relationships; dislocating them, expanding
them, and sequencing them. The English have
always liked that (e.g., Handel's " Messiah").
The symphonic grasp of Renaissance,
however, is more fully mature and their orchestrational technique is not amateurish and
crude, but quite polished, undeniably aided by
the London Royal Philharmonic.
PACifJCAN STAFFWRJTER

European and
Contemporary Men's
Fashions

Compared to the sophomoric over indulgences of Yes, the music of Renaissance is
dense and economical, yet big and broad.
Themes are developed. Transitions are functional, meaningful and fluid ; diverse section~
are not taped together with dead air. Melodies
are strong and self propelled. Countermelodies, as well as many other contrapuntal
devices, are complementary to the whole rather
than forced just for the sake o f invention.
The band members are undoubtedly learned
musicians and "A Song for All Seasons" goes
to show that young conservative students can
band together after graduation and produce
something with pop appeal and commercial
potential without compromising t.beir musical
scruples.

1503 St. Marks Plaza
Venetian Gardens

Stockton Ca. 95207
(209) 951-9673

a
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FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Stan Shibata
Free safety Stan Shibata of Fountain Valley is doing all
right for a freshman ... The 6-foot, 1 75-pound Shibata
has started the last two games for the Tigers and has intercepted three passes, returning them for 57 yards - ·
including a 32-yard TD return against Utah State last
Saturday; made I 0 unassisted tackles and four assists,
plus one tackle for loss ... Shibata's tackle for loss came
when he nailed Utah State star receiver and returner
Jimmy Bryant for a one-yard loss on a sweep.

'Gotcha' tomorrow
night at Great Hall
Tomorrow night, November ll, ASUOP
will be presenting a special Homecoming Da.na:.

The dance, which will be held in the Rayond
Grear Hall, is free and begins at 9 and ends at I
a.m.
Music for the evening will be provided by
"Gotcha", a new and upcoming band from the
south bay area.
" Gotcha" has recently released their
debut album on Tequila Gold records and
tapes. Produced by the band, the album has
received rave reviews from Billboard
Magazine, which said, " This album contains
too many good songs to be ll!fr llnhtraldtd."

The band consists of four members, Bill
Thoemke, percussion and drums, Steve Slaght,
lead guitar, Rob DeHart, rhythm guitar and
vocals, and Steve Jubb, bass guitar and lead
vocals.
"Gotcha" moved to the south bay in
1974, and has since gained recognition as one
of the top club bands in that area. They have
played in clubs such as the Jumping Frog
Saloon, the Outlok, and the Parlour, and have
made appearances in Reno and South Lake
Tahoe.
Their music ranges from rock n' roll to
disco, and their showmanship will &\larantee all
a fine evening of dance lind ~tettainment.

Debra holde a major office iD Delta
Delta Delta Sorority, hu produced and
directed a children's radio theater lor
KUOP, has been a sweetheart to Archania, hu choreographed and directed
two band frolics and hu partidpated iD
Intramural football while receiviDg
Honon at Entrance at UOP and keeping
a scholutic scholanhip.

Get oar conaae tills

week for tbc Ho•ccomlaa:
we'~e
spcdal conaaes for
lbepme!

Debra says, "I've heard
many times that UOP's spirit is
low. Perhaps it is at times, but
the people who are complaining
are uually the individuals not
participating. We can't raise
UOP's spirit if we don't let ourselves get involved•••that's why
I'm running for homecoming

"
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Soaring:

The spo~t of silent beauty
TEXT B'l' JEFF JARDINE
PHOTOSB'I']ORCERAYA
3,000 feet above the ground. No motor, no radio-only a 650-pound air-lane to keep you
from descending the distance to the ground below. But instead of falling, you catch a wind and
find yourself climbing even higher.
There is no clash of an engine_..:.only the sound of the whistling wind as you glide to the
heavens.
This is soaring. Where you go with the wind, and try to stay up as long as it iillows. It's a
sport like any other, but few can provide the total freedom as does a sail plane.
Larry Edwards is a man who has spent much of his life in the air. A retired Navy flyer, Edwards has flown just about every type of small aircraft there is .. He flew fighter planes over the
Soviet ships to photograph missiles during the Cuban Missile Crisis oi the early 1960s. He has
been a pilot since 1954, and spent 19 of his 25 years as a pilot in the navy.
So how did a man who has had all the excitement and danger of military flying get interested
in the peaceful flight of a sail plane?
"I was already a pilot," said Edwards, at Kingdon Airpark, where he owns and operates Big
Valley Soaring.
"My brother said, 'Come on, and l'lltake you for a glider ride."' I said, "'What in the hell
do I want to go up in a plane with no engine for?' And I've been soaring now for about 20 years,"
~id

Edwards.
His operation consists of a Cessna I 50 tow plane, and three sail planes, one of which is owned
by local radio station owner Ort Loftus, who recently soared as high as 25,000 feet.
Of the two planes owned by Edwards, one is a small solo plane, while the other is a trainer
plane in which Edwards instructs from the rear seat.
The sail plane is attached to the tow plane by a nylon rope, much like the rope used in mountaineering.
The tow plane wiU pull the sail plane to an altitude of about 2000 feet, where the sail plane
pilot releases the tow rope, and from that point on, the sail plane is on its own. And that's where
the excitement begins.
The view, despite the fact that this reporter went up on a smoggy, hazy day,is nonethele~s
spectacular.
The San Joaquin Valley, as Edwards explained, "is a pot. It runs from up north at Grant's
Pass, Oregon, to Tehachapi Pass near Bakersfield. Aside from the Carquinez Straits, there are no
openings in the valley. And that accounts for all this smog and haze because if no winds come in
from Carquinez, it just sits there in the valley."
So explained was the blanket of smog that covered the· valley and was noticed most easily
from 3000 feet.
But what was so spectacular was the view of the valley floor, the maze of waterways known as
the San Joaquin Delta, and the checkerboard created by the farms and fields below.
Edwards pointed out that one of the ranch houses had a swimming pool in its back yard, the
floor of which depictea a hereford bull, and sure enough, as we flew over the ranch, the bull was
visible through the clear blue water.
One takes on a whole different perspective of the area from the cock-pit of a sail plane. To
the west lies ominously the majestic Mt. Diablo, which rises from the valley floor near the Concord-Walnut Creek area, but is not always visible from Stockton.
To the east lies the snow-capped Sierra Nevada range, which stretches as far as the eye can see
from north to south.
. And on the valley floor itself is the cement ribbon known as Interstate 5,\eading towards, but
not reaching Sacramento-yet, anyway.
This is the world Edwards has to offer. A much different and much more peaceful world than
we know on the ground. While there is plenty of air traffic that must be observed carefully, it's
no Pacific Avenue at five o'clock.
There is no real noise to speak of, only the whistling sound made by the craft itself as it
streamlines through the sky.
Edwards encourages everyone to try his or her hand at soaring, and is at Kingdon Airpark on
DeVries Road near Lodi every weekend and charges only SIS for a twenty-minute soaring experience.
Edwards claims that once a person tries the sport, he or she is engulfed in it.
"I've seen people sell their wives, husbands, and cars for this sport," he quipped.
"Larry is a great teacher," says Bill Van Wagner, who like Edwards enjoys the 'silent
beauty. • "He takes every person as an individual, and evaluates everyone's personal abilities. I've
seem him take invalids who needed help in and out of the planes, and teach them how to fly- to
soar."
One of Edwards' students, Kathy Crocker, works with Edwards at Big Valley Soaring.
"l knew 1 wanted a career in aviation, and I wanted to start with the most natural form of
flying-and that's soaring," she said. "It's the best of both worlds. Sometimes birds will fly right
along with the gliders because they make no noise and the birds-especially the hawks-don't fear
them. They look at them as if they were just another bird. It's not uncommon to be in a thermal
and see one right off your wing tip."
There is a difference between gliding and soaring. Gliding is basically just being towed up
• and gliding in, according to Edwards. He related that gliders were used by the military to get into
fields quietly.
Soaring is more like flying a plane-except there is no engine involved.
A glider is more like a surfboard whereas a sail plane is similar to a sail boat or a catamaran in
related abilities.
The cost of learning to fly a sail plane is reasonable.
"it would cost you $350 to $400 to go from total beginning (like this reporter who, until this
maiden flight, had never been off the ground) to soloist.
So if you are looking for new worlds to conquer, something different to try, or an event to
make your weekend a whole lot better, soaring may be the answer.
Appointments to try soaring can be made by ~ontacting Edwards at Big Valley Soaring, and
•
• ~a~t.e~
•
the best times are on clear sunny da~ 1 1rde1'a.bly
a wca1her
frOot bas cleated and til~ 01~11 •
and haze has been rinsed out of the air. • • • • • • ' • • • •
• •
;' •

